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Across 
3. First name of the shark with cosmetic brand in shark tank India?
4.Rate referring to the frequency with which customers make repeated
purchases from a particular company or brand? 
6. The abbreviation for distinctive features that set a product or brand apart
from the competition. 
7. The prices of allowing another company to use the entrepreneur's product
or brand for a fee. 
9. Aman Gupta is the co founder of which company? 
10. The entrepreneur's presentation of their business idea to the Sharks. 
11. An agreement between a Shark and an entrepreneur for investment

Down 
1. The money generated from normal business operations, calculated as the
average sales price times the number of units sold called? 
2. The estimated value of the business. 
4. Payments made to the investor for a specific period. 
5. The rate that represents the speed at which an unprofitable company
consumes it's cash reserves. 
8. The chain which includes all the raw materials and parts that are made into
a product and distributed up in the chain for manufacturing and sale ?
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Dear Respondents, 
Thankyou for your overwhelming responses to our crosswords. We are
now even more excited to bring such crosswords for you and make
your time enjoyable solving them.

A small request for the respondents:
Please send the crossword answers mentioning your Name, Stream,
Roll.no, division and email it on our mail id :- mldcbaftimes@gmail.com


